
05.27.2022 

 

Dear Parents,  

 

Just a quick reminder that there is no school on Monday, May 30th and our end of the ceremony is on 

Thursday, June 9th.  

 

Can you believe there are only 7 more days till the last day of school!? The year has flown by so quickly, 

and it breaks our hearts to have to say goodbye to your little ones soon, but we know they are so ready 

for First Grade! Stay tuned for an end of the year spirit week letter! 

 

This week was our final week for new information and grades. The following week will include fun crafts 

and a memory book to make. We will also be cleaning out your child's desk and cubby so they can take 

home all their books and papers they have done throughout the year.  

 

This week the students continued to learn about the first H sounds. CH and WH, to further explore the 

sounds the students blended words that have the Ch and WH sound in the beginning of the word, for 

example, Chop, White, Champ and Wheel. They also created a ch bag and practiced sounding out the 

words that have a CH sound. Students also drew a whale in the ocean and practiced WH sound. For 

writing the students wrote sentences using their sight words. The students were reminded of uppercase 

letters, finger space and punctuations. 

 

Math this week was a review. Students reviewed positional words, like above, below, under, and next 

to. We also reviewed height, length, and ordinal numbers. Finally, we did some addition and subtraction 

problems up to 20.  

 

In science and social studies, we continued reading some amazing magazines! We read about baby 

sharks that live in the mangroves, we read about a bug scientist named Dr. Sammy, and we even learned 

how to make slime! Finally, we prepared for summer and spoke about how to be safe in summer like 

wearing sunscreen outdoors, swimming with an adult present, and drink lots of water to stay hydrated 

in the summer heat.  

 

We hope you have a beautiful Memorial Day weekend,  

 



Ms. Adriana and Mrs. Wanda 


